This guide lists courses offered at U-M that fulfill the requirements for the LACS Undergraduate Concentration Program and the LACS Academic Minor. Longer descriptions and additional information for each course can be found in the LSA on-line course guide.

In some cases course descriptions may change, or courses may be removed before the beginning of the semester. Also, new classes may be added (or we may have missed them). Please inform us if we need to make any corrections.

AFROAMERICAN AND AFRICAN STUDIES

AAS 458.005 Black World Issues: Black Culture and Politics in Brazil
AAS 495.002 Caribbean Folklore: Spirits, Magic, and Resistance

AMERICAN CULTURE

AMCULT 226.001 The Latin Tinge: Latin Music in Social Context in Latin America and the U.S.
AMCULT 420.001 Latin American & Latino/a Film Studies

ARCHAEOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

ANTHRARC 284.001 Aztec, Maya, and Inca Civilizations

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

ANTHRCUL 320.001 Mexico: Culture and Society
ANTHRCUL 356.003 Ethnography and Politics in the Amazon

FRENCH

FRENCH 363.001 Re-Rooting/Routing Africa in French Caribbean Fiction

HISTORY
HISTORY 226.001 The Latin Tinge: Latin Music in Social Context in Latin America and the U.S.

HISTORY 232.002 Social Movements, Citizenship, and Social Justice in Brazil from a U.S. and Brazilian Perspective

HISTORY 303.001 The Atlantic Slave Trade: Histories and Legacies

HISTORY 348.001/478.001 Latin America: The National Period

HISTORY 358.001 Women’s and Gender History in Latin America

LATIN AMERICAN & CARIBBEAN STUDIES

LACS 446.001 Comparative Linguistics

LACS 455.001 Topics in Latin American Studies

LACS 471.001 Elementary Quechua I

LACS 472.001 Elementary Quechua II

LACS 474.001 Intermediate Quechua II

LACS 476.001 Advanced Quechua II

LACS 490.001 Learning Through Global Partnerships

LATINA/O STUDIES

LATINOAM 226.001 The Latin Tinge: Latin Music in Social Context in Latin America and the U.S.

LATINOAM 380.001 Before “Betty” Was Ugly: Latin American and US-Spanish Language Television

LATINOAM 420.001 Latin American & Latino/a Film Studies

LINGUISTICS

LING 446.001 Comparative Linguistics

PORTUGUESE

PORTUG 301.001 Culturas do Protesto no Brasil

RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE HUMMANITIES

RCHUMS 258.001 Afro-Cuban Drumming and Styles
RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE INTERDIVISIONAL

RCIDIV 302.001 Social Movements, Citizenship, and Social Justice in Brazil from a U.S. and Brazilian Perspective

RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE LANGUAGES

RCLANG 324.001 Readings in Spanish—Women, Words and Images: Literary and Visual Dialogues on Gender in Latin America
RCLANG 324.002 Readings in Spanish—Indigenous Activism In the Age of Globalization
RCLANG 324.003 Readings in Spanish—Race and Racism in the Americas
RCLANG 334.001 Tutoring Latino/a Adults and Children: Spanish in the Community

SPANISH

SPANISH 296.003 Drug Trafficking and Paramilitary Groups in Latin America
SPANISH 315.001 Contemporary Issues in the Caribbean and South America
SPANISH 328.001 The Incomparable Magic of Sandro: Argentinean Easy Listening from the 60s and 70s and Its Other (Rock Nacional)
SPANISH 337.001 Taller de Poesia latinoamericana
SPANISH 373.002 Make ‘Em Laugh: Humor in Latin America
SPANISH 382.001/002 Survey of Latin American Literature, II
SPANISH 420.001 Latin American & Latino/a Film Studies—Cine Latinoamericano: Dezplazamiento Y Movimientos Sociales
SPANISH 425.001 Latin American Theater
SPANISH 467.001 Literary and Artistic Movements in Latin America: Crisis, Impasse, Transition
SPANISH 472.001 Indigenous Peoples of the Americas
SPANISH 488.001/003 Marketing Latinamericanism
SPANISH 488.002 “Races”, Lands and Languages: Indigenous Peoples of Southern Patagonia
SPANISH 488.004 Of Gauchos and Dopplegangers

STUDY ABROAD
STDABRD 303.001 CGIS Field Program: Environment and Sustainable Development in San Jose, Costa Rica

STDABRD 363.001 CGIS: Liberal Arts in Santiago, Chile

STDABRD 492.001 CGIS: Liberal Arts in Salvador da Bahia, Brazil

STDABRD 494.001 CGIS: Latin American Societies and Cultures in Buenos Aires, Argentina

STDABRD 496.001 CGIS: Advanced Spanish Immersion in Buenos Aires, Argentina

**UNIVERSITY COURSES**

UC 390.002 Disciplinary Study in a Second Language—Spanish Language Section